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SHOWDOWN

ONU Dad key figure in war
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A CHRONOLOGY
■ July 17, 1990: Iraqi
President
Saddam
Hussein accuses Kuwait
of stealing oil from oil
fields along the Kuwait*
Iraq border.
■ July 24: Media reports
that Iraq has massed
30,000 troops along its
border with Kuwait
July 25: Egyptian President Hosni Mubarek says
Saddam assured him that Iraq had no intention of
using military force against Kuwait; U.S. Ambassa
dor to Iraq April Glaspie tells Saddam United States
will not take sides in dispute.

B August 2: Iraq invades Kuwait. U.S. House passes
(416-0) bill endorsing executive order by President
Bush for a total ban on economic relations with
Iraq, including amendment to cut off imports that
trade with Iraq. U.N. Security Council condemns
invasion, demands unconditional withdrawal
■ August 6: U.N. Security Council votes worldwide
economic and military embargo on Iraq; Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney arrives in Saudi Arabia to
discuss crisis with Saudi King Fahd.

B August 7: Bush sends U.S. troops, air power to
protect Saudi Arabian oilfields.
B August 8-9: Saddam annexes Kuwait; U.N. Secu
rity Council declares annexation null and void.
September 9: Bush, Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev meet in snap summit in Helsinki to pres
ent united front against Iraq.

B October 1-3: U.S. House and Senate pass resolu
tions supporting military deployment in the Persian

B October 17: U.N. Secretary general Javier Perez
de Cuellar says military force would be legitimate
response to Iraqi occupation of Kuwait if sanctions
do not work.
B November 23: reports say Saddam executed highranking military officers who opposed Kuwait take
over.
B November 29: U.N. Security Council votes 12-2,
with two abstentions, for resolution authorizing naQ
necessary means"-including military force—against
Iraq if Saddam does not withdraw from Kuwait by
Jan, 15,1991. It is the first such resolution since U.N.
sponsorship of Korean War in 1950.
B December 1: Iraq agrees to Bush's call for diplo
matic solution to gulf crisis, but insists that ArabIsraeli dispute be part of any bargain.
B December 24: Saddam threatens to attack Tel
Aviv if allies try to retake Kuwait.
B January 12, 1991: Senate and House approve
resolution authorizing Bush to take offensive Inilitary action.
B January 14: Last-min
ute attempts for peaceful
resolution fail.
B January 15: U.N.-imposed deadline for Iraqi
withdrawal expires.
B January 16: War be
gins as allied forces begin
air attacks on Baghdadv

Kyle and Andrew Smith examine news from the uuu with special interest - and pride. (OltmmerUlass photo
by Andrew Peckens)

Ann Dorsey
News Editor
When reporters from the
Gulf announced the firing of the
first cruise missiles at Baghdad,
Iraq, ONU sophomore Andrew
Smith let out an emphatic “Yeah,”
and received strange looks from
his companions.
What they didn’t know is
that Andrew’s father, Commander
Stephen Smith, U.S. Navy, was
the project manager for the de
sign, testing and development of
the Tomahawk Cruise Missile, the

sole long-range missile in use by
American forces in the Persian
Gulf.
Andrew and his freshman
brother, Kyle, came to Olivet from
Oak Harbor, Wash., on Whidbey
Island, off thé coast. Their father
is now stationed at the naval air
station there, NAS Whidbey.
But from 1983-88, Com
mander Smith worked as an engi
neer with the Pentagon in Wash
ington, D.C. His office was secret,
“we couldn’t go up there,” Kyle
said. And he could tell his family
very little about what he was

working on.
According to Andrew, his
father’s work was “top secret ...
some of it ‘black’ — nobody knew
it existed. Near as I could tell, he
worked on the guidance set for
the missile. He was very involved.”
Kyle said, “He traveled a
lot, mostly to the White Sands
Missile Test Range (in New Mex
ico)” to test the missile. “If he
was in a good mood when he
came home, you knew the mis
sile hit; if he was in a bad mood
...” Kyle trailed off with a rueful
smile.

Smith worked with multi
million dollar government con-^
tractors such as General Dynam
ics and McDonnell Douglas on the
development of the missile.
The Tomahawk is a low-|
flying missile, hugging the ground
below radar range at 600 mph —
about the speed of a jet-liner,
Andrew said. The missile can be
fired from submarines, destroy
ers, and battle ships, and follows
the slope of the land until it finds
its target.
That target might be the
ventilation system or front door of
a building, “If it gets in the venti
lation system, it can do a lot more
damage than just hitting the build
ing straight-on,” Kyle said.
Andrew was watching the
news, and heard reports of jour
nalists on the ninth floor of a motel
seeing a cruise missile zoom by
their window. “Can you imagine
— Vroom!” he laughed.
Over 90 percent of the 100-.
plus missiles fired thus far in the
war have hit their targets “deadon,” Kyle said. Andrew added,
“They’ve all hit within a very close
proximity of the target.”
Andrew said, “They’re ac
curate enough to fly through a
goal post 700 miles away.”
The missiles are the chief

tactic being used by the U.S. against
Iraq, in connection with bombings
by airplane.
Tomahawk Cruise Missiles
are very versatile, able to carry
conventional or nuclear warheads,
or “crater a runway” so planes
can’t take off, Andrew said.
The missiles are about 12feet long, cone-shaped, and cost
about $1 million a piece. “But
planes cost $150 million,” An
drew said.
Commander Smith has been
in the Navy for 20 years. He earned
his bachelor’s degree in electrical
engineering and his master’s in
electronic warfare. He was sent to
Whidbey with hopes of working
on the A-12, a Navy stealth attack
plane, but work on the project has
since been cancelled due to price
overruns.
Andrew is majoring in
political science, and Kyle may
follow close to his father’s foot-g
steps, with a computer science and
math major — and sights set on
NASA or such firms as McDon
nell Douglas.
Although Kyle said, “It’s
no big deal, really,” their littleknown father has been a key fig
ure in the war.
“I’m very proud,” Andrew
said.

Media looks at war, self
James Tew
Sports Editor
From the beginning of Opera
tion Desert Storm, one thing has marked
this conflict as different from other
wars: the role of the media.
Television networks have given
Americans more of an “inside look” at
this war than in any other, especially
thanks to the Cable News Network.
CNN had three reporters —
Bernard Shaw, Peter Arnett and John
Holliman ‘— reporting live from
Baghdad, Iraq as Allied forces bombed
the city. Arnett, in fact, still remains
there and is filing reports that are
censored by the Iraqi government.
“One thing that’s different
(about Desert Storm) is that the media
was there from the beginning,” said
Dr. Larry King, political communica
tions professor at Olivet.
“It wasn’t like coverage of a
war — it was more like coverage of a
prize fight From the first blows you
had somebody right there,” Dr. King
said. “CNN was really that way, with
a blow-by-blow description.
"“You didn’t get that in Viet
nam. There was not that sense of ‘It’s
happening now.”‘|^
The journalistic coup by CNN
has brought out another difference
between the Gulf conflict and other
wars, according to Dr. King: the media
is analyzing its own role more closely.
In the case of CNN, he said, this has
led to a lot of self-congratulations.
“CNN is really patting itself on
the back,” he said. “You hear in a story
from time to time how CNN news is
being used by world leaders, and you
have reinforcement of that by (Secre
tary of Defense) Dick Cheney telling
the reporters that ‘We know what we
know from watching CNN.’”
Not only was CNN’s coverage
interesting in that it presented a differ
ent viewpoint of the war, it was inter
esting that it was even allowed to happen
at all.
“CNN said that either govern

ment could have pulled the plug on
them, although they never really ex
plained what ‘pulled the plug ’ meant,”
Dr. King said. “That would lead you to
believe that both the United States and
Iraq cooperated for CNN to get the
reports out.”
The fact that CNN was reporting due to the graces of the Iraqi gov
ernment, however, put the reporters in
a bad position, according to Dr. King.
“When you’re doing it through
the cooperation of the Iraqi govern
ment... it becomes a propaganda tool,”
he said. “You certainly don’t get ob
jective reporting.”
However, the loss of objectiv
ity, along with censorship by both Allied
and Iraqi governments, is to be ex
pected.
“It affects a great deal of what
we’re getting,” Dr. King said. “Part of
war is controlling what information
gets out To control public opinion
you have to control what’s on the
media. A press briefing given by any
body should be taken with a grain of
salt.
“A reporter in the field can’t
get the big picture— they can only see
one part of it... Basically we are de
pendent upon the Pentagon to know
what’s going on, and that puts us in a
hard position because we’re not sure if
they’re giving us the truth or not.”
That type of dependence also
results in a lot of contradictory reports
from the press, according to Dr. King.
“If people are watching, they’re
getting to see the process of develop
ing a news story,” he said. “The first
story many not be the whole story... or
the accurate story.”
For now, at least, Dr. King said
that most of the news reports about
Desert Storm have been positive. But
that could change as time goes on.
“This has been a sanitary war
so far, but there might be a big change
if there is a ground battle« and we’re
permitted to see the ground battles like
in Vietnam.”

Scott Sherwood, vice president of Spiritual Life, and ASC President John Raske tie a yellow ribbon
around the tree in Decker Quadrangle in prayerful memory of American soldiers in the Persian Gulf.
(GlimmerGlass photo by Andrew Peckens)

Professor voices concerns
John A. Small
GlimmerGlass Executive Editor
Like many Americans whose at
tentions are focused on the Persian Gulf
crisis, Dr. Vincent Arnold of the Olivet
History Department says he is concerned
by Saddam Hussein's response to the UJV.
coalition offensive.
"I find it hard to believe that all
Iraq has are the Scud missiles, which are
not all that accurate," Dr. Arnold said. "I
think there are other weapons that have
not been utilized as yet"
Dr. Arnold cited the "accidental"
destruction suffered by the U.S. battleship
U.S.S. Stark during the Iran-Iraq war of
the 1980s.
"The Stark was hit by an Iraqi
guided missile, which is a much more so

phisticated weapon," he said. "It's pos
sible that these weapons could have been
taken out during our bombing runs, but
we don't have an accurate bombing as
sessment as yet"
Dr. Arnold added that while al
lied forces may have knocked out Iraq's
ability to produce new chemical weapons,
there is no way to tell how many such
weapons had been stockpiled prior to the
outbreak of war.
Another concern Dr. Arnold
voiced was the sense of euphoria that
occurred shortly after the start of the
conflict.
"One of the problems when any
country gets into a war is that the military
wants to control the information that comes
out," he said. "You've got to have a win
ner. But it's unrealistic."
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V Y a l ■ (or in between)?

The present
crisis in the Persian
Gulf affords us an
opportunity to
address a couple
by Tim Phipps
very important and
relevant issues that
we face at Olivet
As I write
i^ —
this article, my
watch tells me that within two hours
the deadline for Iraq’s withdrawl
from Kuwait will expire. Then what?
WAR? Should it be war?
You may have a friend or
relative or someone you know with
the U.S. military force in the Gulf. I
have an 18-year-old brother serving
in the Air Force on a base in Turkey
just 50 miles from Syria near the
Iraqi border.
I suppose it would be easier
to advocate war if no one you knew
would be involved. So what is the
right thing to do? What is or was the
proper decision for our government
to take in this whole affair?
Are we going to war for oil or
for some country’s freedom? If for
oil, then are we protecting our own
vested interest or protecting the
world against an economic crisis? If
for our own interests, why? If for the
world’s, then aren’t we creating a
greater crisis by going to war?

A Critical
Look

Editor’s Note: Viewpoints is a column in which Olivet students, faculty and
staff may express their opinons.

■

The words of this song were written against a backdrop of undeserved

Or how about Kuwait’s
liberation? Is that our reason for
going to war? If so, then why do we
not step in and threaten to go to war.
when some other country is invaded,
like Afghanistan? Or why haven’t
we responded to people who are
being oppressed in a more drastic
way, like in South Africa or particu
larly in Palestine?
I agree with our governmen
tal leaders that Kuwait and Palestine
are two different issues. But I agree
with the Palestinians that we are im
plementing a double standard if we
oppose Iraq’s aggression against
Kuwait and support Israel’s repres
sion of the Palestinians.
So what is right and what is
wrong?
What relation does all of this
have with Olivet, as I have alluded
to before? Two issues, which are
intricately related to each other, face
■ See WAR, Cont. on Page 8

Ministry is simple
Many
people are suprised
that God has called
them to ministry.
I want
by Chris Jones
to quickly point
out to you that all
believers are
_________
called to ministry
and that basic
"
ministry is revealed by the Apostle
Paul in II Corithians 5:17-20:*Tf
anyone is in Christ, he is a new
creation.. . . All this is from God,
who reconciled us to himself through
Christ and gave us the ministry o f
reconciliation (italics mine). . . . We
are therefore Christ’s ambassadors,
as though God were making his
appeal through us.”
Reconciliation is the
ministry to be shared by all Chris
tians and it is the process God uses
to bring Himself and humans to
gether as friends.
And what are reconcili
ation ministers made of?n Corinthi-i
ans 4: 6-7 says, “For God, who said,
■Let light shine out of darkness,'
made his light shine in our hearts to
give us the light of the knowledge of
the glory of God in the face of
Christ. But we have this treasure in
jars of clay to show that this all
surpassing power is from God and
not from us.”

Am erica: Better than many say

Spiritual Life
m
Before God can use us,
we must realize that we are worth
less without Him in us. The ministry
of reconciliation is reserved for those
who recognize their inadequacy
apart from God.
And now in II Corinthians
1: 3-4 we see how this ministry is
carried: “[pjraise be to the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the
Father of compassion and the God of
all comfort, who comforts us in all
our troubles, so that we can comfort
those in any trouble with the comfort
we ourselves have received from
God.”
As God comforts us, we
follow His example by comforting
others.
Remember, by allowing
God to minister through your
weakness, others will sense His great
love for them and be drawn to Him
through you. So, what are you
waiting for?

IN GOD WE TRUST

From the shores of this massive land, o’er mountains and luscious

— a tribute to America

plains,

In God we trust, America, wave the banner of His victory let freedom be.
We thank G,od for you great America,
For every kindness shown.
From East to West and in between,
Your deeds are widely known.

You bask on this side of paradise.
Your ambassadors’ feet in distant lands
Bear tidings without a price.
In God we trust for prosperity,
Your fathers did proclaim.
The one you trusted, He prospered you
And gave you this great name.

. You share your graces, and give your wealth
To help the vast world’s needy.
|
Your sons and daughters live and die
Sharing hope and liberty.

Your fathers lived by values of faith,
And were on eagles’ wings exalted.
So forward America let faith prevail,
And the plagues of our time be halted.

You’re often condemned so carelessly
For getting too much involved.
Yet our planet would be a dark wilderness,
If oppressions are unresolved.

In God we trust, America, wave the banner of His victory let freedom be.
—Harry Boodhram

Prof, offers variety of study methods
Viewpoints

Editor’s note: Viewpoints is a
column in which Olivet faculty,
students and staff may express their
opinions. This is part one o f a twopart series; the second part will
appear in the next issue.

by Al Fleming
Geology Department

All of you have been going to
school long enough to realize that
education is diverse in many ways.
Class content varies, teaching styles
are numerous and class structure can
differ considerably.
For as much diversity as there
is in teaching methodology and
course requirements, there is an
equal amount of diversity in learning
styles adopted by students. Undoubt-gj
edly you are familiar with a few and
are using some study techniques that
have at least gotten you this far (with
varying degrees of success).
I would like to share with you
suggestions that will help you be
more successful as a student
1.
Come to class \yith the
right attitude. Hopefully you are
enrolled in a class because you have
some interest in the subject matter.
Come with anticipation and expec
tancy. If you look at the class as

something you have to take you will
not get much out of i t Understand
the value of a liberal arts education.
2. Make the most out o f the
first class session. The most impor
tant lecture is the first lecture. This
is where you will learn how the class
is organized, what is expected from
you, and the instructor’s philosophi
cal approach to the type of tests,
grading scale, expectations for
writing assignments, value of class
participation, etc. You should use
this first class as the basis to organ
ize your approach to the course.
3. Set goals and plan fo r each
course. After the first class session,
go back and reread the syllabus and
other supplementary material. Look
ahead. Do not move through the
semester one week at a time. Write
down all important dates for the
semester in your datebook.
Set goals for fulfilling the
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reqirements in the class and formu
late a plan to accomplish those
goals. Develop a schedule so that
you research and write that paper
over the entire semester. Long-term
thought into class projects and
exams obviously leads to better
results.
4. Use the supplementary
materials. For each of my classes I
have gathered a number of supple
mentary resources to facilitate
material presented in class and to
help students understand the course
content. But I am amazed each
semester at students who come in to
see me because of difficulties that
are not using these resource materi
als.
5. Listen and ask questions.
Be alert in class. Successful students
are actively involved in the class
sessions; they understand, follow and
participate in the discussion. Ask

questions, get involved. Be a
dynamic learner! It is my experience
that students really make or break a
class. I get excited when I see that
students are interested, and I do a
better job teaching.'
6.
Take good notes. My
philosophy is that, as your instructor,
I am going to present the most
important material to my students in
class.
It also makes sense that my
exams will also cover what I
consider to be important. Therefore,
if you take good notes in class you
will have recorded that information I
consider to be important and have a
resource from which to study for the
next exam.
The best notes record only the
high points of each lecture. Don’t try
to write down everything said, just
enough to trigger your memory
when you go back over your notes.
Studies indicated that rewriting your
notes shortly after (within a few
hours of) each class enhances your
retention and also develops clearer
notes from which to study later.
■ See Part 2, next issue

T im e fo r love?
As I have grown
older — which has
happened in spite of
my best efforts — I
have come to appreci
ate the diversity of life. by James Tew
Take, for
example, the diversity
here on campus.
—
Over these last three years,
Although this is a Nazarene campus,
we have been content to maintain a
a variety of denominations are
growing dating relationship without
represented: Baptist, Lutheran,
moving into more “serious” terri
Catholic, etc. People of different
tory; a i.a . “in love.”
races and cultures are around us
This has been in spite of the
every day. We all have our own
efforts of grandchild-hungry parents,
ways of dressing, speaking, acting
aunts, uncles, cousins, friends,
and believing.
neighbors, associates and even
At times, however, it seems
that nothing is so diverse as our rela people we had never met before in
our lives to the contrary. These
tionships. Especially when people
people are convinced that there must
give me a rough time about my end
be something wrong with us, since
of the diversity.
Take for example, me and my after three years we are not engaged,
married, pregnant and hurtling
roommate, who represent both ends
headlong into marital complacency.
of the spectrum. My girlfriend and I
Granted, there may be
will be celebrating (well, she may
something wrong with us, but it has
not be celebrating) three years of
nothing to do with being single.
dating about four days after this
On the other end of the
column appears in print (assuming
spectrum is my roommate, whose
we meet our deadline, a dangerous
■ See TIME, Cont. on Page 8
assumption).

Tewpoint
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by Harry Boodhram
Junior, Guyana

a cross section of foreign or national elements. As an international student
Great many you’ve snatched from men’s evil schemes
who has lived in several third world countries, it is my firm conviction that
Relieving bondage and pain.
untold thousands abroad would endorse the fact that the United States of
With your courageous feats and compassion,
America has been an instrument in God’s hands. For these same people have
Great evils have ceased to reign.
been the recipients of the spiritual, material, and other forms of American
generosity.
In God we trust, America, wave the banner of His victory let freedom be.
It seems fitting at this time of military intervention for freedom to
voice these few words of support.
'
You’ve been a leader in Science and Technology,
Harry Boodhram
And on the frontiers of outer space.
The fruits of your toil you’ve willingly shared,
That the world may be a better place.

i
Olivet Nazarene University
Box 6024
Kankakee, Illinois 60901-0592

Viewpoints
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Tuition raised, salary funds set
□ Tuition up 6 percent,
salaries up 5; inflation
rate 6.1 percent
Ann Dorsey
News Editor

_________ ______

The pool of funds for faculty
salaries will be increased 5 percent
next year, and student tuition will
incease 6 percent, according to Presi
dent Leslie Parrott
The Executive Council of the
Board of Trustees held a special meet
ing with Dr. Parrott Jan. 17 to deter
mine the budget. They kept the cost of
a year’s education at Olivet under the
$ 10,000 mark — with tuition, fees,
and room and board costs totalling
$9,982 — but they did not meet the
president’s original hopes for salary
raises.
At the beginning of the school
year, Dr. Parrott presented a plan to
increase faculty salaries 35 percent
within the next three years, with a 15
percent increase for the 1991-92 con
tract year. In his address at the Presi
dent’s Dinner Aug. 24, Dr. Parrott
cited a realization that “faculty sala

ries are below an acceptable norm.”
However, last week Dr. Parrott
said that “this.is just not the year.” He
said the war in the Gulf and the threat
of economiarecession in theU.S. were
the “tworeasons” forcaution in budget
decisions.
Referring to his dealings with
the Trustees over the salary increase,
Dr. Parrott said, “It’s a stone wall.
They’re sensitive and gracious, but
it’s a matter of timing... a number of
them mentioned people out of work in
their churches.
Dr. Parrott continued, “To be
honest, I don’t see how we’ll balance
the budget.” He said he did not feel the
tuition increase was enough to cover
the increase in salary funds from which
the (academic) dean would set indi
vidual salaries. “It’s not enough dif
ference between them
but we’re
committed to it.”
Mr. Doug Perry, vice president
of finance, listed the assumptions that
were considered in setting the new
budget: a 5 percent increase in staff
and faculty wage pools; a 15 percent
increase in insurance rates; a 7 percent
increase in utility costs, as a result of
the convocation center and higher rates;
a 6 percent increase in food service

costs, due to inflation; a 6 percent
increase in general supply costs, also
due to inflation; a 20 percent increase
in postage and mailing costs; and a
total of 21 percent increase in scholar
ships.
With money channelled back
to students through scholarships that
are proportionate to tuition costs, the
actual tuition increase is only 3.7 per
cent, Mr. Perry said. There will be no
changes in course fees.
Other budget considerations
were: a stable enrollment next year, an
increase of 20 percent in adult studies
enrollment, and increased support from
churches due to an “all-out effort to
increase payment on budgets,” accord
ing to Mr. Perry.
The inflation rate has been es
timated at 6.1 percent by the Labor
Department. But Mr. Perry said “each
year we are prompted by the Trustees
to cover salaries” with an increase.
“The timing was not good this year.”
Salaries were increased 7 per
cent last year. Mr. Perry said tuition
was increased 9 percent last year and
7.45 percent the year before.
Prior to the January budget
meeting, Dr. Robert Wall, a member
of the Executive Council of the Board

Expected budget increases
n^t

^rcentTonTu^^ilu ^^1990!*°

>reas for next^e*r's Olivtt budget These compare to . ¿percent tuition increase

PH

Staff & Faculty
Wage Pools
(5%)

of Trustees from Oak Lawn, 111., said
“our faculty are among the best pe
riod, and they ought to be compen
sated as such. We want to do all we
can, within the budget limits.”
However, Dr. Wall was also
concerned about raising tuition. “At
some point, we may impact parents a
ability to pay,” he said.
“It’s never an easy issue, deal

ing with allocating limited resources.”
Dr. Wall said personnel costs are one
of the biggest parts of Olivet’s budget,
and “there are not too many sources of
revenue.”
Executive Trustee Kenneth
Jewell, from Indianapolis, Ind., said
the Trustees were trying to find “how
to be fair to everyone... I believe Mr.
Perry is going over everything in the

way of options.”
Dr. Jewell said, “If the Lord is
in it and His hand is on the school, He
can make a way ... to keep quality
faculty.”
Dr. Gary Streit, academic dean,
said he will meet with the entire fac
ulty in mid-February to outline plans
"for the improvement of salaries.” He
added, “ We’re not giving up.”

Round,2 Lilly winners

Raske new AS® president

Faculty to receive grants
The Lilly Foundation Commit
tee has chosen the second round of
grant recipients for faculty develop
ment projects.
Twenty-two faculty members
were awarded a total of $25,000 to
pursue their proposed projects:
■ Prof. Catherine Bareiss will
be attending the national convention
on Computer Science Education in
San Antonio, Texas, in March of 1991.
She is especially interested in keeping
the curriculum up to,date in the.CSI
course.
,
■ Prof. Mary Ada Dillinger
will be preparing instructional/curricular handouts for students in each discifl
pline and developing a bibliographic
instruction program for all department
majors.
■ Prof. Eric Erickson will be
working with students to assemble a
fully functioning computerized opti
cal imaging lab.
4
■ Dr. L arry Ferren plans to
attend a course next November at Cal
tech in Pasadena, California on “The
Art of Teaching Introductory Chemisfi
try."
■ Dr. A1 Fleming and Dr.
Randal Johnson will be traveling to
Costa Rica in January of 1992 to study
environmental issues and to work on
establishing a field experience site for
ONU students in the new Environ
mental Science major.
■ Prof. Linda Greenstreet will
attend a conference entitled “Jesus
Christ: The Hope of Nursing,” in Min
neapolis, Minn., next summer. Then
she will reexamine course syllabi and
objectives in the nursing program in
order to design a more systematic

approach to include the spiritual di
mension in nursing classes.
■ Three members of the Home
Economics Department, Dr. Rubalee
Wickland, Prof. Diane Richardson,
and Prof. Carolyn Wilkes have in
vited Dr. Evelyn Davis to campus for
a workshop on developing effective
teaching techniques, analyzing teach
ing styles, and maximizing classroom
efficiency. They hope to make this
June workshop available to other fac?,
ulty members as well.
■ Dr. David Kale is doing re-"
search in organizational ethics and plans
to interview people in a variety of or
ganizations in order to prepare case
study materials for his classes in Or
ganizational Communication and Com
munication Ethics. This project may
also be the groundwork for a text on
the subject.
■ Prof. Sue Kruse will attend
the Kellogg Institute for Training and
Certification of Development Educa
tors in Boone, North Carolina, for five
weeks next summer.
■ Prof. Angela Latham-Jones
will be attending a variety of live the
atrical performances in Chicago and
northern Illinois next year in order to
observe styles of theatrical staging and
to study techniques in costuming,
casting, directing, blocking, etc.
■ Prof. Carole Britton Leake
will be traveling with the International
Business Institute (IBI) to the Soviet.
Union and Europe to evaluate the IBI’s
program for possible inclusion in an
international business specialization
at ONU and to gather up-to-date infor
mation for use in a number of her ONU
classes.
■ Dr. George Lyons is deter

mined to complete his book on the
Pauline Epistles and will dedicate a
minimum of 250 hours to that project
next summer.
■ Dr. Timothy Nelson intends
to move into the realm of composing
and plans to write five choral anthems
in 2,3, and 4 parts. He will incorporate
his experiences into his music theory
classes.
■ Dr. Max Reams will be doing
a complete revision of the Physical
and Historical Geology class.
■ Prof. Phyllis Reeder is going
to Florida in January to attend a con
ference on “Faculty Development Chal
lenges, Controversies, and Opportunities.”
■ Dr. Larry Reinhart has de
signed a research project to investi-ffl
gate how the implicit curriculum of
the campus (including the social con
text as well as the classroom) influ-'
ences the professional preparation of
ministerial students and determines the
implications for leadership in the church.
■ Prof. Loretta Reinhart will
be writing a number of articles using
data collected to replicate her 1979 re
search project which dealt with the
psychosocial care of dying patients.
■ Dr. Sara Spruce plans to at
tend a workshop to examine and re
search the whole-language movement
in secondary schools.
■ Dr. Vicki Trylong will be
spending six weeks in Europe next
summer researching and gathering
authentic documents on the plans for
“Europe in ’92.” The materials will be
used to develop a unit for her culture
and civilization class and to prepare a
presentation lor a state or regional
conference.

S P E C IA L S F R O M

¡¡¡¡¡I John Raske was recently ap
pointed as the new president of the
Associated Student Council (ASC).
Raske assumed the position
following the resignation of former
president Steve Foster. Raske was
elected by the ASC following intense
study of the ASC constitution, stu
dent input, and prayerful consid
eration.
‘j&t< sjg H
ASC nominated people from
within the executive committee, Raske
said, because they wanted someone
who was familiar with the proce
dures of ASC and who had already
gained approval from the students.
Mm ' ' Having served the fall semes
ter of this year as MRA president,
and last year as MRA treasurer,
Raske feels ready and able to accept
the new position, He said he felt he
was a wise choice because he has the

L
Drama auditions open;
Chekov's The Brute

factory decision for all involved.
Regarding the proposed new
phone system, Raske said that noth
ing is final yet. ASC is still deter
mining whether the computerized
phone system would have enough
benefits to overcome the financial
burden it would bring. “We just want
to be snre that the positives out
weigh the negatives,” he said.
This is the first time in ASC’s
history that ASC has had to appoint
a new president during a school year.
By Thursday, Jan. 17, ASC
was working full force to get things
accomplished. Raske stood before
the students that morning daring
chapel and informed them of post'll
cards available from ASC to send to 1
UJS, soldiers serving in Saudi Ara-; d
bia. Raske urged the students and ;
faculty to take advantage o f t h i #
Opportunity to show their Support
and concern for the soldiers.
if

M arrio tt san itatio n , safety
aw arded by H ealth Board

Auditions for the Spring
Drama production, The Brute, by
Anton Chekov, will be held Friday,
Jan. 25, from 2:30-3:30 in room 404
of Burke Administration Building.
Scripts are available in the
Communication Department. Ap
pointments are necessary for audi
tions, and can be made with Carol
Parker in the Communication De
partment or phoned in at 939-5288.
The Spring play will be per
formed on March 2.

Dawn Nirider
Staff Writer
Marriott food service won an
award for sanitation and safety from
the Kankakee County Board of Health
Jan. 14.
This annual award is based on
performance during a surprise inspec- L
tion.

John Braundmeier, an assistant
manager for Marriott at Olivet, said
“winning this award is a great privi
lege and honor."
He added,“Our associates were
all a great help to us. We have 35 asso
ciates trained in food handling, safety
and sanitation. We are also responsive
in the correction of minor problems.”

Let George Make You An Engagement Ring
of Your Dreams!!

and Side Salad

Valentine's Day is Feb. 14th!

M

$789

students’ wants and needs a t heart.
Raske is a senior accounting
m ajor. He played football for ONU
his freshman and sophomore years.
He said he is very honored and ex
cited to be serving thestudents in his
new position as ASC president.
Expressing his feelings about
ASC, Raske stated that serving on
the council has been an area of out
reach forhim .Though he only hasa
few months to serve as president, be
said he will do his best to meet the
needs of the students, | | 1 £
~
When asked if he had any
new plans for ASC to accomplish
during his presidency, Raske said
that his only personal goal is to mold
. ASC into a symbol of working for
and with the students and admini
stration of Olivet,
f;
ASC, Raske said, does not want
to appear as fighting for a certain
issue against the administration, but
rather as seeking a mutually satis-
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8
■ Spring dram a auditions continue today and tomor
row for Anton Chekov's "The Brute." Scripts are avail
able in the Communication Division office, fourth floor
of Burke. Sign up with Mrs. Parker in the division office
for an audition time. Auditions are held in Room 404
Burke from 3:30 to 5:00 today and from 2:30 to 3:30
tomorrow. See Prof. Latham-Jones if you have any
questions. Performences will be March 2.
■ Sophmore variety show is March 1. Any sophmore
interested in helping plan the show, please come to a
meeting Thursday night,Febuary 17,at7p.m. in McClain
lounge. For further information call Mark Bishop at 9350723,

* .i

■ Purdue Retail Conference and job fair is Febuary 5.
Cost is $15 plus transportation. Fashion merchandise or
business majors should see Prof. Richardson or Prof.
Worden. This is an excellent conference with interview
opportunities with 20 top companies, including Marshall
Fields, L.S. Ayres, Neiman Marcus, Parisian, Toys R Us,
and more.
■ Looking for a fun class and have an intrest in the
stage? Then sign up for Music Drama. They need stage
hands, properties managers, publicity, artists, rehearal
pianists, orchestra members- the list goes on! MULT or
MUED 177,3 7 7 ^ j |

Chris Jones, director of Operation Mobilization, helps Mike Loftin determine his spiritual gifts.

Glimmerglass photo by Andrew Peckens.

■ Wisconsin District Superintendent Laurel L. Matson, along with Wisconsin District NYI president Mike
Travis, invite all Wisconsin students to a pizza party at 9
p.m. on Tuesday, January 29, in Williams, Hall lounge.
Please contact Deron Matson at 935-5675 or Melody
Matson at 939-7203 if you are planning to attend.
■ International A rt Horizons has announced its 10th
New York- international art competition. The compe
tition is open to all students and to emerging as well as
established artists working in the following fields:
painting, drawing, sculpture, watercolors, mixed media,
photography, printmaking, pastels, miniature art, il
lustration, graphic art, computer art, metalwork, f ||||
bers/ textiles, furniture, ceramics, jewelry, glass, wood
working, and design.
$30,000 in prizes will be offered and an
exhibition of the winning art works will be held at the
Art 54 Gallery in the heart of New York's Soho district
in June, 1991. J
Applicants should submit slides to be judged
and not the actual work.Deadline for submission of
applications with slides is April 12,1991.
Entrants can receive an official application
form by sending a postcard to: International Art Hori
zons, Dept. RASU, P.O. Box 1533, Ridgewood, NJ
07450. Students may also call (201-487-7277) or fax
their requests(201-488-4004).
■ The Black Music Repertory Ensemble will per
form in concert on February 6,1991 at Orchestra Hall
in Chicago.
This is a concert of works by black compos
ers from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, in
cluding the world premiere of a commissioned work
by Oily Wilson.Kay George Roberts will be conduct
ing the conceit at Orchestra Hall, 220 South Michigan
Ave., at 8 p.m.
The concert is presented by the Center for
Black Music Research, Columbia College Chicago,
and The Joyce Foundation. Ticket information will be
available soon.

■ Congratulations to M r. ONU candidates! They
are John Raske, Martin Fernandez, Wes Nolan, Jerry
Babbs, Jeff Umbaugh, Doug Basham, Coy Overpeck,
Brian Parker, Neil Woodruff, and Matt Lee. The big
event is February 2, at 8 p.m. in Kresge.
■ Illinois’ eight medical schools will host their
{innnal addmissions seminar Friday, February 22 at the
Willowbrook Holiday Inn.The seminar is designed for
students planning to apply to medical school as well as
those considering a career in medicine.
The seminar will feature a disscussion about
medical school life by a panel of students from each of
the schools; a talk by Mr. Anthony Dekkqr, Director of
Adolescent and Ybung Adult Medicine at the Chicago
Osteopathic Hospital and Medical Center; seminars on
admissions and financial aid; and an open house hosted
by representatives from each of the medical schools.
For more information about the Illinois medi
cal school admissions seminar, contact the Medical
School Admissions Office, Loyola University Stritch
School of Medicine at (708) 216-3229. :

Equipping Students For Ministry
Aaron Glass
Staff Writer

||l j l see Olivet as an army that needs to be mobilized,
and this program is designed to mobilize this inactive
army,” said Chris Jones, director of Operation: Mobiliza
tion.
Operation: Mobilization is a ministry placement
program sponsored by Spiritual Life, and it is under the di
rection of Jones, a senior communication major.
This program helps students to discover and u n d e r^
stand their spiritual gifts, and to learn how their gifts, natu
ral talents, andpersonality traits work together for ministry.
"The overall goal of the ministry is to find out how and
where they can put their gifts to work in a ministry. It is sort
of a starting point for Spiritual Life, according to Jones.
“Every Christian is chosen by God for some minis
try; therefore all Christians should be ministers in some
capacity,” Jones said.
The program was started last year by Jones, with the
help of his mother, Barbara Jones, and Christi Fulwood,
who directed last year’s seminars. The program was origi
nally named the Spiritual Gifts Program, but Jones thought
that Operation: Mobilization would be abetter name. Jones
is the director of the seminars this year.
Since last year over 75 students have participated in
the program. Mike Loftin, a sophomore psychology major,
who completed the program this year, said, “I had a very
rough idea of what my gifts were prior to the program. I
now have more insight and understanding of what my gifts
are that God has given me.”
According to Jones, the program includes two steps.
The first step is a two-hour seminar that consists of a video
called “Day of Discovery” featuring Barbara Jones. Mrs.
Jones has given numerous lay ministry revivals, and she
also started BodyLife Ministries to equip the body of Christ
for ministry. Her work in Lubbock, Texas is helping to
revive churches that were once dying.
The video is full of information to help students
understand the key points about spiritual gifts, by using
examples and Scripture references. Each section helps
participants learn their purpose, potential, position, provi

sion, and prize for ministry.
The video program includes a survey/questionnaire.
The survey includes 70 different questions that will help
one to determine his/her spiritual gifts. The survey brings
out the top three gifts out of seven possible spiritual gifts.
The possible gifts are prophecy, service, teaching, exhorta
tion, giving, leading, and mercy. Knowing one’s top three
gifts will determine one’s specific ministry.
The second step would be an interview with student
consultants. In the interview one is asked to fill out another
packet to help match one’s gifts with a ministry or minis
tries that could use a person and his/her gifts. \
The students contact the ministry leaders as the final
stage of the program.
“This test along with God’s guidance would be a
great help.” said Scott Sherwood, vice president of Spiri
tual Life, “I think it’s something that’s needed to create a
link between the on-campus and off-campus ministries.”
Beth Turner, a senior social walfare/psychology
major said that her number one gift was mercy, and that it
goes hand-in-hand with her major.
“God confirmed that he would tie my spiritual gift
with my career together through Him and the seminar,”
Turner said.
Turner went on to say that the seminar “helps you to
understand yourself even more, along with your good and

bad points.” She said she would recommend the seminar to
everyone who is unsure of his/her spiritual gifts.
“I didn’t know what to expect. Ijustknewthatitwas
a program to help determine what my spiritual gifts were,”
said Dave Runion, who has half completed the program.
“I’m a religion major planning to go into a full-time
ministry, and the program helped me to find out what I
would do specifically.”
“That’s what the program is all about,” Jones said,
“All that really matters in life are those things which can
affect eternity.”
The word mobilize means to bring into readiness for
immediate active service, and to become organized and
ready—precisely what this program does, according to
Jones.
Jones said that he hopes the program will continue
after he graduates in the spring. Improvements arc being
made. According to Jones, the seminar is being shortened
from two hours to just one hour.
“This program should be the starting point for any
person interested in going into any type of ministry on this
campus,” Jones said.
Loftin summed Operation: Mobilization up by say
ing, “It’s helped me to understand what God wants me to
do.”
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SALT groups play important role
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Darlene Strope
Staff Writer\
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It may be Tuesday night, 7 o’clock, or Friday
morning at 9:30. A dorm room, an empty room, a chapel.
Anytime, anyplace. One by one they come to meet. They
want to pray, to share, to learn.
The leaders have prepared. They have met with
other leaders. They now are ready. Let the others come.
It is time to pray, to share to learn.
Once a week students gather for Scripture, Ac
countability, Learning, and Training (SALT) smalll group
Bible studies. This year, the number of students involved
in the program has doubled because of the vision of several
key leaders.
Two of these leaders are Eric Johnson and Tracey
Spaulding. They are the co-student leaders who serve on
the Spiritual Life Council. Having two student leaders this
year is a change from last year when there was only one
student leader.
Adding another student leader has worked out very
well, according to Scott Sherwood, vice president of Spiri
tual Life.
“Having two leaders worked outexcellent—-itevens
out the load and enables both of them to give more
individual attention to each group,” he said.
Pastor David Wine, a key leader in starting the_
program, pointed out that having both male and female
leaders has helped to get more guys involved.

s

ill

Wine also said that he hopes that even more students
will become involved in the program.
“It is important that people know that these are not
closed groups, but instead we want to add people to the
groups,” he said.
Wine said that people are welcome to join anytime
during the year, but that there will be a special emphasis on
group growth at the beginning of the spring semester.
Wine and professors David Kale and Bob Wright
meet with group leaders once each week to give encour
agement and to bring insight to the Bible lesson. Accord
ing to Wine, he and Wright meet in two sessions with about
16-20 student leaders and Kale meets in one session with 810 leaders.

in n s |iH H |m r a r £ l
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“There is a better balance this year with guys and
girls,” Wine said.
In addition, he said that there are 45 groups that
meet this year, with anywhere from three to 12 people in
each group. Usually the groups average between four to six
people. Tlhe number of groups has more than doubled from
last year’s count of 20 groups.
There are three different books being studied: I
Thessalonians, Ephesians, and Galatians.
“They are all philosophically the same and they
have similar thrusts, they are just different books,” Wine
said.
Wine also stressed that SALT is a student led
ministry.
“Even from the early days, students have been very
responsible and serious about the program,” he said.
According to Wine, Michelle (King) Klavohn, for
mer vice president of Spiritual Life who is now Spiritual
Life sponsor, was a major catalyst for starting the program.
“She had a vision for the campus. She was the one'
who structured the program and got it going,” he said.
About that same time, Wine shared some of his
thoughts about the importance of small group Bible studies
with Kale, who happened to be Klavohn’s advisor.
The first year, Liz Duff was the student leader. The
next year Linda Gross took over, and in 1989-1990 Darlene
Strope was the student leader. Now, in the program’s
fourth year, Eric Johnson and Tracey Spaulding are cOleaders.
From the beginning, Wine said that he,has felt that
small group Bible studies were very important
“The small group forum aids discipline and spiritual
maturity in a way that is unique to anything else on
campus,” he said.
Wine went on to say that there are many large group
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activities which take place on campus, including chapel,
Sunday morning and Wednesday evening worship and
even Prayerband. All these activities have a lecture type
format which is good. Wine said, but people need abalance
between largejgid small group activity. "
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“A small group has a dynamic that is very rela
tional—people get to know one another and things happen
that just won’t happen in a large group,” Wine said.
Eric Johnson also sees a great importnace in small
group Bible studies.
“SALT offers a chance to learn God’s word. It gives
individuals support and accountability and helps each of us
grow closer to God,” he said.
“There are so many isolated Christians on this
campus, and SALT is a good time for friends to get together
to talk about God,” Johnson said.
Johnson went on to point out a verse in Hebrews
which talks about not forsaking the gathering together to
worship and to spur one another on toward good works.
Traci Augustosky, who has led a Bible study group
for two years, also greatlly believes in the importance of
small groups. There are eight people in her group this year.
“As Christians we base our lives on the Bible which
is a book that some people have never really read or
studied.” she said.
Augustosky summed up the purpose of SALT by
saying, “It is necessary to hold each other accountable in
our Christian faith. The small groups serve as a reminder
of our walk with the Lord.’fSS
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Clockwise from left: Pastor David Wine, Eddie Thomas, Mike Knight, and Eric Johnson participate in SALT small group Bible studies. (GlimmerGlass
photo by Andrew Peckens.)
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□ Olivet basketball team blasts St.
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Xavier 89-55, advances over .500
for second time this season
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Sports Editor
■ MELBOURNE, Australia (UPI) -- The Interna
tional Tennis Federation postponed seven first-round
Davis Cup matches Tuesday because of the war in the
Persian Gulf.
The matches were set to begin Feb. 1 and now
are tentatively scheduled for Mar. 29-31. Postponed
matched include the World Grouping between Israel
and France, matches between Sri Lanka and Syria,
Singapore and Kuwait, and Malaysia against Saudi
Arabia in the Asia-Oceania Group, and Egypt versus
Senegal and Algeria versus Ivory Coast in the African
Zone.
■ PEORIA (UPI) - Minnesota North Star prospect
i-ink Gaetz is accused of throwing a television set out
a fifth-floor hotel window in Peoria, 111., during the
weekend.
Gaetz was charged with a felony count of
criminal damage of property worth more than $300.
The charges will likely be dropped when the damages
are paid.
Gaetz was a second-round draft pick of the
Stars in 1988. He was on loan to the Kansas City
Blades, who were in Peoria for a game with the Peoria
Rivermen.
According to the police report, Gaetzx re
turned to the Continental Regency Hotel about 4:30
a.m. Sunday, broke into the room he shared with a
teammate, and tossed the TV through the window.
According to the rommate and Peoria police,
Gaetz had been drinking. The Blades and the North
Stars have both suspended the 22-year-old defenseman,
i
■ TAMPA, Fla. (UPI) -- Super Bowl week promises
to be a much more low-key affair than in recent years
because the nation is at war in the Persian Gulf.
The National Football League has cancelled
its traditional lavish5Friday higm^artyi But'ttfegame
definitely is on, although security is being beefed up to
guard against potential terrorism.
AN NFL statement said, "We expect to'play
Sinday's Super Bowl game between the Bills and
Giants as scheduled. We will take events in the Middle
East into account up to kickoff."
The league said that in light of the war,
officials plan to put emphasis on the game itself and the
great tradition of the 25th Super Bowl while cutting
back on NFL-sponsored social events.
■ CHICAGO (UPI) -- The runnin' Rebels of NevadaLas Vegas remained the number one choice of the UPI
Board of Coaches as the nation's number one college
basketball team Monday.
UNLV topped the poll for the sixth straight
week, earning all 40 fiirst-place votes cast. UNLV
improved its overall record to 13-0 last week with routs
over Cal-Irvine and Long Beach State. Nevada-Las
Vegas (s averaging 104 points a game and allowing
opponents an average of 72 points.
■ CHICAGO (UPI) -- The Chicago Cubs avoided
arbitration by signing outfielder Dave Clark to a oneyear pact Wednesday.
Details of the agreement were not disclosed.
Clark, 28, appeared in 84 games and batted
.275 with five homers and 20 RBI for the Cubs in the
1990 season. He was acquired from Cleveland Nov.
29,1989 for outfielder Mitch Webster.
First baseman Mark Grace remains the last
arbitration-eligible playfv for the Cubs. The team
earlier this month signed a one year contract with
shortstop Shawon Dunston, averting arbitration over
his salary.
■ CHICAGO (UPI) - Proviso East and Aurora
Christian are tops in the state in UPI's Class AA and
A polls, respectively, but many boys basketball teams
are thinking about more than the ratings these days.
Many high schools have a moment of silence
before their games, while Rolling Meadows’ boys
team had yellow stripes sewn on their uniforms in
honor of the troops. Quincy Coach Loren Wallace
said his team is considering having an American flag
added to their jerseys, and Mini Central Coach Robert
Grimsley said his team says a prayer before each
game for the U.S. forces.
Only one Kankakee-area team made it to the
polls this week. Crescent-Iroquois, with a 16-0 rec
ords, is currently ranked sixth in the Class A poll.

TONIGHT'S NBA GAMES
L.A. Lakers at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m.
Minnesota at Houston, 8:30 p.m.
Cleveland at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.
New York at Denver, 9:30 p.m.
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Rebounding is a key element for any basketball
team, but Tuesday night the Olivet basketball team was on
the rebound.
The Tigers bounced back from Saturday’s frustrat
ing loss to St. Francis to give St. Xavier ah 89-55 drubbing
in a home match-up.
“It’s a good win whether you’re coming <?ffa loss or
whether you have a four-game winning streak,” said Olivet
Coach Ralph Hodge.
“You have to regard the situation — St. Xavier is a
good club. They’re certainly not as bad as the score
indicated.’*-«;
The win gave the Tigers an 11 -10 record, the second
time this season the team has managed to get above .500.
More importantly, the victory gave Olivet a 4-1 Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic Conference record.
“This put us back in the conference race— it was a
must-win situation for us^TCoach Hodge said. “We have
two more games left in the first round of conference play,
so we had to have this one to stay in it.”
Olivet jumped out to a quick lead after three early
three-pointers by senior Mike Carr, and didn’t slow down
therestof the game. The team held a44-29 lead at halftime.
“Mike Carr got us off to a good start, and Shane
(Davis) kept us going,” said Coach Hodge. “We got good
rhythm going early, and it continued to grow when we were
playing well.”
The trifecta proved to be a boon to the Tigers over
the entire evening, with the team hitting 15 three-pointers
for the night. Davis, who led the game with 22 points, had
six, while Carr, who had 16 points, was perfect in four
three-point attempts.
,
“We got good offensive movements to get our
shots,” Coach Hodge said.
“Against St. Francis we got good offensive move
ment up until (St. Francis) had their big run,” he said.
“Tonight we played njore £on$isttmjly. We put consistent
pressure on th|oug|jiout the course o f thf game,”
The Tiger defense also shw^fdViUiilHe team col-t
leering 22 defensive rebounds to nine offensive boards for
St. Xavier. Olivet also held St. Xavier to seven points for
the first 11 1/2 minutes of the second half.
jp fw e did a pretty good job of playing the boards,”
Coach Hodge said. “We came out and played effectively
right from the outset
“Much credit has to go to the Olivet team tonight.
We played good basketball,” he said. “It’s good to see that
we can get good offensive production when we get good
defensive production.”

Track begins
indoor season
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Olivet's Bob Cook (32) takes the ball in to the hoop in Olivet’s 89-55 trouncing of S t Xavier Tuesday. The Tigers are now 1110 overall, 4-1 in the CCAC. (GUmmerGlass photo by Andrew Peckens)
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Sports Editor
The Olivet track team began its indoor season last
Saturday at the University of Illinois Invitational in Cham
paign, with eight men and four women competing in the
non-scored m eet.,
The Tigers competed against seven other teams
including Big Ten schools Michigan State and Illinois.
Top performances included Kevin Wardlaw plac
ing second in the triple jump and fourth in the long jump,
Matt Stack placing third in the triple jump and fifth in the
long jump, and Lawanna Coleman and Carmen Witte
placing third and fifth, respectively, in the shotput.
“I was happy (with the performances) although
we’re a little out of shape,” said Olivet Coach Ray Kuhles.
“But I think that going up against very strong competition
will help us down the h n e . 9 B H £ n B D S H G H
Other Olivet competitors were Darrell Wasson,
who was sixth in the 400 meter run, Kevin Kirksey, who
was sixth in the 600 meter run and 12th in the mile,
DuQuane Finley, who was seventh in the 300 meter run,
Jennifer Alberts and Mark Jones, who were both 12th in the
two mile run, and Jennifer Weidenhaft, who was seventh in
the high jump.
Coach Kuhles said that the entire squad— about 35
total.— will compete in this Saturday’s five-team meet at
North Central College.
“I think we’ve got the best talent we’ve ever had
here at Olivet,” Coach Kuhles said. “We have some tal
ented kids there, some very good freshmen.”
He also said that his goals this season include having
the men’s team finish in the top three at NCCAA nationals,
while having the women score well at invitationals. He
would also like to qualify several from both teams for
NAIA nationals.
“We’ve upgraded the schedule for this year, so that
should help us more in post-season,” he said. “Realisti
cally, there’s some people with that kind of potential.
“Right now our main objective is to stay injury-free
and work really hard to get in shape. And to build some
confidence.”
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With this special student offer!
Every day the Chicago Tribune puts the world at your
fingertips. Take advantage of this terrific offer to be
informed, entertained and amused!
• Stay on top oT national and global events.
• Get great college and pro sports with explosive color
photography.
• Find complete financial news from the Midwest’s
biggest staff.
• Read Pulitzer Prize-winning columnists.
• Enjoy comics, features, movie and music reviews and
more!
“ Daily,” “Daily and Sunday” and “Sunday Only”
subscriptions are available. Prices range from just $1.00
to only $2.10 per week for convenient delivery. Credit
cards accepted!

Call TOLL-FREE today and SAVE!

1 -800-TRIBUNE
Ask for Operator 34
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Lady Tigers bomb Moody
Aaron Glass
Assistant Sports Editor
CHICAGO -- The OlivetNazarene University Lady Tigers took their
record to 10-6, with a 77-46 shellack
ing of Moody Bible Institute Tuesday
night
Coach Robyn Glass said,
■^‘Sometimes when you play a team
that is not as talented as you are, you’ll
play down to their level, and we did in
the first half. However, in the second
half we elevated our level to where it
should have been.”^
At halftime the Lady Tigers
only led by a score of 38-31. Coach
Glass said, “We played poorly, but we
won.”
A win is definitely what the
Lady Tigers needed after a 91-60 loss
to Rosary College last Saturday night.
The loss at Rosary took their CCAC

record to 3-1, which is good enough
for a second-place spot in conference
standings.
Coach Glass said, “When this
team starts to gel, we could shake
some things up in the conference and
NAIA districts.”
She went on to say, “This team
is starting to come together more and
more each game.”
The Lady Tigers were led by
junior guard Candace Lahr, who fin
ished with 24 points, six assists, and
four steals. Lahr is currently ranked
19th in the nation in scoring among
NAIA schools, with and average of
23.4 points per game.
Lahr commented on how her
scoring average has jumped since last
year from 14.7 points per game to
23.4.
Lahr sai^, “Last year it wasn’t
necessary for me to score that much, I

was kinda in the background, and this
year I had to step up.”
The Lady Tigers were also led
by sophomore center Karren Tingley
and freshman Dawn Striegel. Tingley
chipped in 13 points, but grabbed a
game high 15 rebounds. Striegel ended
the game with 7 points and 10 re
bounds.
Lahr commented on the season
thus far and said, “I think it’s going
pretty good considering the young team
we have.”
Lahr said in the future, “I see us
winning the NCCAA districts, and going
on to nationals, and finishing around
fourth in the CCAC.”
The road has been long and
hard for the Lady Tigers so far this
year, however the future looks brighter
and brighter each game. Coach Glass
said, “We’re beginning to learn how to
play well together, and as a team.”

Support troops, Super Bowl

David Dunbar (3) prepares to spike the ball in last Saturday’s club volleyball win against the University of Illinois-Chicago.
(GtimmerGlass photo by Andrew Peckens)

Club volleyball takes off
□ Olivet takes 3-2 win
over U of l-Chicago;
enthusiasm high

last Thursday. The team’s next match
is7:30p.m. Saturday against Wheaton
in Birchard Gymnasium.
The purpose of organizing a
men’s club team was to provide a level
of play that intramural competition
could not support.

enough track record to persuade schools
like Trinity College to give their men’s
teams varsity sponsorship.
The faculty and staff support
men’s Club volleyball at ONU, but the
team has not yet garnered enough
support for varsity sponsorship. How
ever, Seymour said that “we have a lot
of fun and meet a lot of people” and
that the club “allows us to minister to
students from secular universities.”

“We wanted to play some qual- ity volleyball,” Seymour said. “There
Mark Swearegene
is no money involved... so this puts
Staff Writer
everyone on the same level.” '
With this goal in mind theONU
>“A few good men” is the phrase
449 S. Main St. g
men’s club volleyball team set out
that may have come to mind when
Bourbonnais
during the 1989-90 school year on a
player/Coach Wendell Seymour and
light schedule as a member of the
some fellow players got together and
Chicago Collegiate Volleyball Asso
PRINTING "FOR THE JOB
decided to start an Olivet men’s club
ciation, which includes more wellYOU NEEDED YESTERDAY"
team.
known institutions such as UIC, DePaul
It would certainly take more
Resum es Types & P rinted 5
and Loyola universities, and other ?
than a few, but by the time tryouts
Don't trust your resume to anyone ®
ï; “quality teams with excellent athletes,”
g
were over the number of participants
other than a professional...
§
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according to Seymour.
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on this team would be far less than
—
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those attracted by the intramural vari-.
Men’s club volleyball teams 1
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ety.
are currently experiencing a boom in S
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Numbers are not the only thing,
collegiate culture, and central to the
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however, as the team proved by best
z
development of this mania in the
g
ing the University of Illinois at Chi
Midwest is the CCVA. The league, in
z
cago 15-11, 5-15,15-13,12-15,15-9
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its short existence, has a convincing
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Intram urals
start spring
season
Robert Blaisdell______________ _
Staff Writer
The start of second semester
means the start of intramural basket
ball, and this year will feature more
intramural basketball action than ever
with 259 students, staff and faculty in
volved in four different categories.
In the women’s bracket, six
teams are in competition. After Mon
day’s games, both the Sombreros and
the Nachos Supreme are 1-0 while the
Sopaipillas and Enchiladas are 0-1.
The men’s division is separated
into three levels. The A league, re
served for the cream of the crop, is the
highest level of competition. This year
seven A league teams will be compet
ing.
The most popular level this year
is the B league, where there are 14
teams vying for the championship at
this stage. The Friars, Runnin’ Rebs,
Bearcats, Wildcats, Fighting Ducks,
Buckeyes and Wolverines are all 1-0.
Nine teams make up the lowest
level, C league, which is designed for
anyone whojust wants to play. League
games were scheduled to begin on
Tuesday.
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Maybe we should change our
lifestyles during the war in the
Middle East. Maybe we should drive
all over town with our lights dimmed
to honor our troops. Maybe we
should stop periodically and glue our
eyes to CNN for the newest develop
ments in the gulf, live and in color.
But what good will any of
these actions do for our service men
and women? '
One of the many controver
sies in these opening days of the
conflict in the Middle East is the
continuation of college and profes
sional sporting events. Some feel
that we should not be entertaining
ourselves when our country’s armed
service is up to their elbows with air
sorties and SCUD missiles.
January is a busy month for
professional sports. The NFL
playoffs run throughout this month
climaxing with the Super Bowl on
the last Sunday. The NHL All-Star
Game was held Jan. 19. And the

Sports Beat
by Rich Cook

NBA is in full swing, with games
scheduled every night
I strongly believe that the
games should go on as usual. Many
of the biggest basketball, hockey and
football fans are somewhere in Saudi
Arabia today. I have talked with
veterans of different wars that say
one of the rare bright spots in their
tours of duty was getting the latest
edition of Stars and Stripes and
seeing how their home teams were
faring.
And as for us armchair
patriots in the U.S., the fans’reaction
to the National Anthem last Saturday

COUPON

Bennett's Tri-City Lanes

• I*

'THE BIG SANDWICH"

939-BOWL
open
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1HOUR FILM PROCESSING
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BEST DEALS IN TOWN
ON THE BEST EATIN' ALL AROUND

F o w l in g

Sat: Noon - 6 p.m.

Ybotee’r

and 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
. S u n : 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

448 S. Main - Bourbonnais
1515 W. Court - Kankakee
575 S. Schuyler - Kankakee
And Our Newest Location:
Route 50 North - Bradley (South of Wal-Mart)

* 1801 W. Station^ <
Kankakee, tL160901

Buy one Hot Ham & Cheese
Get the Second FREE!!

G & G /Broadway
Marketing Communication
Commercial Printing

Good at all participating Hardee's.
Please present this coupon before ordering.
One coupon per customer, please.

1 Hour Processing
on Color Prints, Color Slides'
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at the NHL All-Star Game told all.
The cheers and banners did not wait
for the puck to hit the ice. The arena
erupted with cheers of “U.S.A.,
U.S.A.!”
If these 1969 anti-war
protesters want to try and shut down
city halls all over America, let them
try. But I for one want our troops to
have every glimpse of our country’s
support that they deserve. It might
not be much, but a few moments of
the Super Bowl will boost morale
more than any throw-back hippie
carrying a banner that says, “No
Blood For Oil.”

345 W. Broadway J
Bradley, Illinois 60915
(815) 933-8181

•Enlargments up to 11x14 from negative in 1 hour
•Christmas cards in 1 day
•Kodak paper & Chemistry
•Quality Guaranteed

_ltacdee£
This coupon not good in combination with any other offer.
Expires: 2-7-91

ONU students receive 25% off anything in the stores
Includes Processing. Cannot be used with any other offer

5 Meadowview Center, Kankakee, IL

93 5-0101

Seen a Cot o f new Soofçs you want at
other stores?

1991 BSN
STUDENTS.

Order them from us andget 25% off\

Enter the Air Force
immediately after gradua
tion — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facili
ty. To apply, you’ll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT
(7 0 8 ) 4 2 9 -2 3 3 1

Order hunches o f them and save even more.
Y o u 'l l n e v e r h a v e
TO PAY FULL PRICE
\

A G A IN .
In hardco ver or
PAPERBACK.

Paperback Reader
660 North Fifth Avenue :
Kankakee!IL 60901
Open Mon.-Sat., 10-5

932-1147
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Time
■ Continued from Page 1
real name I won’t give here but I’ll tell it to you if you
bribe me — I’ll just call him “Biff.” Anyway, “Biff” was
heard to utter, on the phone, in the presence of several
witnesses, “I love you” to his girlfriend after six very
meaningful days of dating.
Now “Biff’ was one of those who gives me a
rough time about not being in love yet, so I returned the
favor by joining in the harassment along with those who
witnessed the fatal expression of love (one of whom, in
fact, restrained himself for an unbelievable eight days
before telling his girlfriend he loved her). I could justify
it to myself easily enough: after all, my like had lasted
longer than “B iffs” last three loves.
However, “B iff’ and his girlfriend, several
months later, are still proclaiming their love, even while
my girlfriend and I are still fighting off the vast hordes
of matchmakers. Perhaps it’s just a difference in defini
tions — I’ve heard that people say they love God and
love hamburgers in the same sentence.
Or, more probably, it’s just because we are
different people. Even the Bible points that out in a
passage that later became a 60’s song:

“There is a time for everything,
and a season for every activity under heaven:
a time to be bom and a time to die,
a time to plant and a time to uproot,
a time to kill and a time to heal,
a time to tear down and a time to build,
a time to weep and a time to laugh,
a time to mourn and a time to dance (!),
a time to scatter stones and a time to gather them,
a time to embrace and a time to refrain,
a time to search a time to give up,
a time to keep and a time to throw away,
a time to tear and a time to mend,
a time to be silent and a time to speak,
a time to love and a time to hate,
a time for war and a time for peace.” (Eccl. 3:1-8)
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

So I guess we all have our “time for love” ; lf
whether it’s six days or three-plus years. Now that that’s
settled, we can make a truce: I’ll let “Biff’s” time for
love be six days, and let it rest there.
As for me and my girfriend — when we get there,
I’ll write another column and tell you all about i t

War

fi.C.

■ Continued from Page 1
As Christians we are lead to
all of us at Olivet as well as many
• think that life is simply divided
within Christianity
between what is right and what is First as serious as this
wrong. We usually are not willing to
situation is, it really is nothing new
admit that there is a great deal of
in the history of mankind. The whole relativity that exists in the world.
issue of diplomacy and war has been
around for a long time and probably
Think of all the issues that are
will continue to be.
just as complicated as wan abortion,
This fact ought to counterbal euthanasia, governmental interven
ance our prophetic soothsayers, who
tion for the poor, freedom of rights
run around making outlandish proc
versus censorship, civil and equal
lamations from the Bible about some rights, etc. The list can go on and on.
ancient prophecy coming to pass in
The fact is that as soon as you
current world events.
leave Olivet you are going to step
Situations like the Gulf Crisis into a world where just about
call for active response and ethical
everything is some shade of gray, no
decisions, not some passive accep
black and white.
tance of a misused proof-text from
The question is, “Are you
the apocalyptic literature of the
ready for that?” Have Olivet students
Bible.
been prepared to deal with these real
Secondly, when we attempt to life issues while here at school?
make an ethical or moral judgement
I hear that a great deal of
about something like a war with
student marriages at Olivet end in
Iraq, we realize that the issues are
divorce (about 50 percent). And
not simply black and white.
many Nazarene students end up
Unfortunately, life is a lot
leaving the Church of the Nazarene
more complicated than that. It
after graduation.
always is and always has been and
Now this may not have
always will be.
anything to do with the question

presented above, then again it may.
Olivet has tried to foster a
Christian atmosphere for its students
to enjoy. But what seems to be an at-,
mosphere can easily become a
shelter.
A shelter from what? The
immoral practices of the world? Or .
perhaps REALITY?
So is war right or wrong? Can
that question be answered under
those terms: right and wrong? I don’t
think it is quite that simple.
We must realize the moral
dilemma, which we and the world
face. I hope and pray for peace. I
also hope and pray for a moral
society to live in.
But we don’t meet the chal^a
lenges of reality and life by retreat
ing and creating our own little
fantasy world. And we don’t go forth
on a crusade to force the world to ,
succomb td our own ethical Stan-’
dard.
We are challenged to
develop a society in which the rights
of humanity are protected against
any one person’s freedom and
exercise of power.

by Johnny Hart
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The Far Side

by Gary Larson

Cam pus Paperback Bestsellers
1 . The A uthoritative C alvin & Hobbes, by B ill W atterson.
(Andrews & M cM eel. $12.95.) M ore C alvin & H obbes cartoons.
2 . W iener Dog A rt, by G ary Larson. (Andrews & M cM eel, $7.95.)
M ore F ar S ide cartoons.

The market has ■f/udhatej

3 . Daw n, by V.C. Andrews. (Pocket, $5.95.) Young g irl is thrust
into an e vil web o f unspoken sins.
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4 . A ll I R eally Need to Know I Learned in K indergarten, by Robert
Fulghum . (Ivy, $5.95.) Uncom mon thoughts on com m on things.
S. Seven H abits o f H ighly E ffective People, by S teven R. Covey.
(Fireside, $9.95.) G uide to personal fu lfillm e n t
The "Late N ight w ith David Letter-m an" Book o f Top Ten
L is ts , by D avid Letterm an, et al. (Pocket, $8.95.)
7 . A lt I Need to Know I Learned from m y C at, by Suzy Becker.
(W orkm an, $5.95.) Illustrated precepts of a w ise feline.
®- The Joy Luck Club, by Am y Tan. (Ivy, $5.95.) D estinies o f
Chinese im m igrant women and the ir Chinese-Am erican daughters.
9 . A B rief H istory o f Tim e, by Stephen W. Hawking.
(Bantam , $9.95.) Theory on the origins o f the cosm os.
t t . The Dark H alf, by Stephen King. (N AU S ignet, $5.95.)
A lte r being destroyed by his w riter, his pseudonym runs amok.
BnMVWfM^rBlqilMIhOltfalVliaMy O— O IS, 1980

New & Recommended
A personal serecton

Min Riggs. Student Supply Stores. NC State Umv., Raleigh, NC

The Em peror's New M ind, by Roger Penrose. (Penguin, $12.95.)
Penrose explains his view tha t the re are facets o f hum an thinking that
never can be em ulated by a m achine.
M ystery, by Peter Straub. (Signet, $5.59.)
Com pelling m ystery set on a tin y C aribbean island.
Foucault’s Pendulum , by Um berto Eco. (Ballantine, $6.95.)
Obscure bits of knowledge are fed into a computer with Incredible
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Scene from a corporate fairy tale

30* PIZZA

FOR THE NEXT CALLER!
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In celebration of turning the big 3-0, Domino’s Pizza® will deliver a
12” pizza with your favorite topping for just 3Q<t, when you order a
16” Domino’s Pizza at the regular price. So hurry and get to a phone.
Offer ends 2/4/91.
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To Busch G ardens that is.
Florida's most exciting adventure park. Fluff up your feathers.
Show us your own special brand of talent. Spotlight your style and make us smile, smile, smile!

AUDITIONS & INTERVIEWS
Friday, February 8,1991 • 9am - 6pm
THE PALMER HOUSE
17 E. Monroe Street • Chicago

Com ic Actors
Prepare a comic monologue, 2 minutes long of appropriate material. You may be requested to perform
an improvisation. Ethnic dialects are helpful and may also be requested.

Singers and Dancers
We’re searching for male and female feature dancers, and for strong singers who also dance well, Singers
should prepare two short selections (ballad and uptempo). Bring sheet music or instrumental background
cassette in your best key. Accompanist and cassette recorder provided. Dancers should bring dance
attire and have a 2 minute prepared choreographed piece showing movement and versatility. Singers
be prepared to dance and dancers be prepared to sing.

Musicians

O a k e ry a t m femrtad to ansura sate driving €19 9 0 Domino s P tza . Inc

W e seek Pianists with vocal abilities and a repertoire to consist of standards, show tunds and pop: mu
sicians who play primary and secondary instruments, marching band players (brass instruments
preferred)— plus Accordian players, Tuba, Percussion and Brass players: also musicians who are ex
perienced in dance movement, marching band style. You should prepare two short selections.

Technical Personnel
Looking for experienced stage managers, skilled sound and lighting technicians, stage hands, seam 
stresses and dressers. Be sure to bring your current resume.

- B usch
G ardens
T A M P A BAY, F L O R I D A
E q u a l O p p o rtu n ity E m p lo ye r M /F /H /V

o n us!

IPS TIME FOR DOMINO’S PIZZA,

939-4000

Call Us.
939-0400

#00 Meadowview

100 E. John Casey

1735 E. Maple

(Serving Weit Kankakee • Bradley)

(Serving Bourbomttii)

(Serving East Kankakee S Areme Park)

939-4400

